This article examines what
For example, they commonly claim that the colonial Korean film industry was suppressed by the Japanese Governor-General in Korea and that the colonial Korean film industry operated independently and in resistance to such suppressions, rather than having multiple links to the Japanese film industry.
There are two reasons for this. First, as the film historian Yi Sun-jin once noted, the influence of the nationalist right-wing perspective of Yi Yŏng-il's Complete History loomed large in film historiographies written from the left and the right, because it was a pioneering effort that contains a wealth of historical materials (2004, 190) . Therefore, the text has cast a deep shadow over the writing of Korean film history for subsequent generations of researchers regardless of their ideological stance.
3 Secondly, the existing scholarship on Korean film history lacks comparative studies on colonial Korean and Japanese cinemas. To conduct a sound comparative study, it is necessary to understand Japanese-language materials from the colonial period within Korea and understand pre-war Japanese film history. For various reasons, few researchers have been able to undertake comparative research of this sort. Established studies have tended to depend on secondary historical materials and books on Korean film history, including oral histories from veteran filmmakers and Korean-
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Cross-Currents: East Asian History and Culture Review E-Journal No. 5 (December 2012) • (http://cross-currents.berkeley.edu/e-journal/issue-5) language materials such as newspapers, magazines, and screenplays. Thus, these studies are limited only to discussions of the origins of Korean cinema or investigations of metatextual and contextual issues, such as the controversial question of who was the actual director of Arirang (아리랑, 1926) . In other words, they create a metatextual discourse without analyzing the original film texts. It was in 2004 that this methodology first began to change, after the Korean Film Archive (KOFA) discovered eight feature films from the colonial era. 4 Since then, several other film texts have been unearthed. It is no exaggeration to say that this was the moment that launched a boom in the study of colonial Korean cinema; the framework of research has since changed from "Korean film history during the era of Japanese occupation" to "colonial Korean cinema," and there has been a significant rise in interdisciplinary research beyond the field of Korean film studies. The examination of Japanese historical records and engagement in comparative studies of Japanese film and film histories are just two of the important outcomes of this process. 5 The concept of "colonial modernity" that emerged in the late 1990s provides the theoretical framework of this article. As part of the post-modernist field, the discourse on "colonial modernity" offers an alternative perspective that considers the intersections of imperial and colonized subjects, offering an opportunity to reinscribe a scholarly terrain beyond extant impasses between two long-dominant theories: "colonial exploitation," which prevailed in Korean history and history textbooks in the 1960s and 1970s, on the one hand, and the "colonial modernization" debates of the 1980s, which claimed that Korea was inspired to pursue modern technology thanks to imperial Japanese development. The conceptual axis opened up by the debates on "colonial modernity" asserts that the colonized are not an independent political, economic, and social unit; rather, they are part of an "Empire," and the "Empire" and the colonized construct a "related world" with its own Chang-hwa and Hong-nyŏn in 1924. 11 Second was the establishment of film companies; production companies, rather than the theaters themselves, thereafter took the lead in film production.
Pusan Chosŏn Kinema Corporation was established on July 11, 1924 , by a group of Japanese entrepreneurs including Nade Otoichi. However, the key figure in the corporation cinematographers like Yi P'il-u, and the development of a system that evolved through the judicious use of Japanese capital and Paeknam cinematographers.
Japanese Producers in the Latter Silent Film Era
The structure of Japanese production companies that combined Japanese producers and cinematographers with colonial Korean filmmakers represents one aspect of the colonial Korean silent film production system. However, there are various theories about whether the real director was Kim Changsŏn (Tsumori Shūichi) or the Korean filmmaker and actor, Na Un-gyu. There is no consensus on the matter to this day, because there is disagreement between the official record in
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Cross-Currents: East Asian History and Culture Review E-Journal No. 5 (December 2012) • (http://cross-currents.berkeley.edu/e-journal/issue-5) newspapers and later oral testimonies. Furthermore, names of directors in the credits were sometimes changed to bypass censorship. I suggest two new perspectives based on an analysis of the director's role at the Arirang shooting location. First, we must consider the question of who directed the actors whose dialogues were in the Korean language (though it is a silent film, lip reading reveals that the actors were indeed speaking in Korean). 16 This was most likely the role of Na Un-gyu. Second, we should assess the roles of Na Un-gyu, who adapted the screenplay, and that of Katō Kyōhei, the cinematographer. Because the adaptation writer, Na, was also the main actor playing the protagonist of this film, Tsumori
Shūichi put his name as the director because of his role in production and directing. The first film of Chosŏn Kinema Productions was Bird in a Cage, which was a direct translation of a Japanese film. Na's other film texts after Arirang, the second film of Chosŏn Kinema
Productions, subsequently adapted a more Western film style instead of a Japanese film style.
Considering what Kim Ŭl-han in his film criticism ("Yŏnghwap'yŏng: Nongjungjo, Chosŏn Kinema Chakp'um," Tong-a ilbo, June 27, 1926) calls the "gaps" between Bird in a Cage 17 and Na's other film texts after Arirang, it is impossible to deny the contribution of both Na
Un-gyu and Katō Kyōhei, even though Tsumori was officially given credit as the director.
From this point of view, a Tong-a ilbo article published on March 17, 1927, about the "crank-in" (start of production) of The Field Mouse (Dŭljwi, ) is very suggestive:
"Original novel and adaptation by Na Un-gyu, directed by Kim Chang-sŏn and Na Un-gyu, Nomura Hōtei who strengthened the basics of early commercial film through his work at Shōchiku Kamata Studio. Since Kawabata's name does not appear in the Japan Movie Database (JMDB), it can be conjectured that he must have come to colonial Korea to try and find a way to direct after working as a staff member in Japan. The media had a lot of interest in the incomplete second film by Taeryuk Kinema, The Engagement (Yakhon,약혼, 1928), which followed My Dear Friend. 20 Kawabata Motomizu's productions, which have hitherto eluded Korean film history, suggest a perspective from which to expose and examine the systemic workings of colonial Korean film production during the colonial period and redefine the very concept of colonial Korean cinema. A Japanese citizen who had once been an assistant director came to colonial Korea to establish a film company; he went to China for location shooting on a commercial film based on an original novel by a writer who had sympathetic views concerning KAPF, and shot the film with colonial Korean actors and actresses. It is apparent that the film targeted primarily colonial Korean audiences. This suggests that the nationalist approach cannot fully illuminate the conditions of colonial Korean films produced and directed by Korean filmmakers. This is the fundamental reason why established Korean film historiography that insists on prioritizing the work of Korean filmmakers necessarily contains many fissures, which are only now coming to light; in other words, the categorical boundaries of "colonial Korean film" itself is an imaginary nationalist notion.
Finally, let us examine Wŏnsan Productions, which was established by Tōyama
Mitsuru. An action actor in Japanese historical sword films from 1925 till 1951, Tōyama was married through common law to Obara Koharu, with whom he was doing screening tours in Mitsuru might have hired a director named Shimada Akira, or an individual who used the name of Shimada Akira. 21 There is an interesting anecdote here: Kŭmgang-han, whose original title was Kŭmgang-am ( ), was adapted and co-directed by Na Un-gyu, who played villains after joining Kyŏngsŏng Studio (see figure 1 ) (Maeil sinbo, November 22, 1930) . Since the Japanese had established the studio, colonial Korean filmmakers were morally indignant. lead in producing talkies from the beginning, they took the lead in the public discourse about talkies and the corporatization of the film industry. It is apparent that they argued over the issues based on their own experiences with Japanese film studios. They made attempts to establish film corporations, including studios, and to coproduce with Japanese production companies.
In Complete History, Yi Yŏng-il mentions that the time from 1935 to 1939 was "the time of the advent of the talkies," and he also paid attention to "the advent of a group of directors and cinematographers who had studied abroad" (2004, 188 His career in Japan suggests that he preempted traces of the colonial Korean film industry in the mid-and late 1930s. As such, it seems reasonable to position him at the top of the list of "new filmmakers." 25 That is why we must investigate the careers of other colonial Korean filmmakers who learned to make films in Japan and colonial Korea along with him.
Second-Generation Experiences in Japanese Film Studios
Yi Kyu-hwan's career overseas illustrates how colonial Korean cinema was positioned between two cinematic empires: Hollywood and Japanese cinema. (Ch'unp'ung, , 1936) , the debut work of Pak Ki-ch'ae. A writer, Shim Hun, for a Tutelary Deity would be cranked-in soon and that Kim Hak-sŏng, who was "working at Shinkō Kinema now," would be the cinematographer.
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The second-generation colonial Korean filmmakers with experience in Japanese studios began to consider how to build a directing and production system for the colonial Korean film industry in the mid-1930s. They became subjects searching for practical methods by which to export colonial Korean films to Japan and coproduce with Japanese filmmakers, in order to realize the long-cherished desire for corporatization. The remainder of this article will examine the real picture of colonial Korean coproductions by analyzing the representative coproductions Military Train (K. Kunyong yŏlch'a, J. Gunyō ressha,
) and Fisherman's Fire.
The Discourse and Practice of Film Coproductions
After the Sino-Japanese War in 1937, colonial Korean film was reorganized under the wartime system by imperial Japan. In October 1939, Japan enforced the Motion Picture Law as mentioned above, and because several film companies were founded with colonial Korean capital, including Chosŏn Film Corporation. It can be assumed that colonial Korean film production companies could not reject exchanging distribution rights in Japan for the production costs, because their own capital and technology were behind the curve. It can also be assumed that Sŏ Kwang-je and An Ch'ŏl-yŏng got a chance to debut in colonial Korea, but they had not displayed their directing abilities before then. It was a difficult situation in which they could barely show their own talents because of interference in production by Japanese companies. This kind of trial and error could not be repeated any more. All the production companies in colonial Korea were forced into one company, Korea Motion Picture Production Corporation, in September 1942.
CONCLUSION
This article has examined the inextricable relationship of the colonial Korean cinema to the Japanese film industry from 1923, when silent films appeared, to the late 1930s, when colonial Korean cinema was reorganized within the system of wartime mobilization. It focused on the intersections between the colony and the metropole in terms of Japanese directing and cinematography in colonial Korea; the experience of colonial Korean filmmakers with the Japanese apprenticeship system; and the two, Korean and Japanese filmmakers working together and independently during the silent film era. At the end of the silent film and early talkie era, second-generation filmmakers, especially those who had studied at film studios in Japan played a significant role. They dreamed of the corporatization of the colonial Korean film industry and took the lead on coproductions between Japanese film companies and their colonial Korean counterparts.
Colonial Korean filmmakers were not suppressed by imperial Japan on a unilateral basis, nor did they independently control the colonial Korean film industry during the colonial period. Nor did the Japanese in colonial Korea take the lead in forming the colonial Korean film scene. At the core of colonial Korean film production was the response process of colonial Korean filmmakers in competition and negotiation within the colonial Korean film field, which had been launched with Japanese capital and technology. The guiding concern of this study is that research on colonial Korean / Korean film history will recover a kind of balance in the fullness of time and thus overcome the limits of today's nationalist film studies.
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Notes

1.
In this article, I use the terms "colonial Korean cinema" and "colonial Korea" instead of "Chosŏn cinema" and "colonial Chosŏn" for English readers. Chosŏn is the name of the dynasty that ruled the Korean Peninsula from 1392 to 1897, right before the Japanese colonial era began. In 1897, when King Kojong declared the Korean Empire, the name Chosŏn was not used anymore. In 1910, the Japanese forcibly colonized the Korean Peninsula, and the name Chosŏn was used again. In this article, "Chosŏn" also refers to the Korean Peninsula that was colonized by the Japanese from 1910. 2.
I reason that "Play with Kine-o-rama" emphasizing cinematic spectacles and "Combination Play" called "Sinp'a combination moving pictures" (shinpa rensa katsudō shashin, ) are the reactions of colonial Korean cinema to Western moving pictures. These formats are colonial Korea's early cinema practices. 3.
As Yi Sun-jin indicates in his article (2004) I follow the division in Yi (1992) : that the period of "early silent cinema" in colonial Korea lasts from 1919 to 1926, when Arirang was released, and the "late silent film era" lasts from 1926 to 1935, before the first talkie in colonial Korea-The Story of Ch'unhyang-was released. This division imparts particular significance to the vitality of colonial Korean film production since Arirang. This article also follows this division because Arirang's production company was Chosŏn Kinema Production by Japanese capital, and at the same time the film is a pragmatic collaboration between colonial Korean and Japanese filmmakers in directing and cinematography. 9. Yi Chang-yong, "Future of Chosŏn Film: A Vital Question Begins with . . . " International Film Newspaper, August 1939 (no. 252) : 2. Translated to Chosŏn Cinema in Japanese Magazines 1, Korean Film Archive, 2010: 164. On the one hand, Im Hwa acclaimed that The Story of Ch'un-hyang had "a completely independent format of film," not a moving picture, not an appendage of a play, and also not a propaganda method such as advertisement of government offices (1941, 198) . Although this article is not interested in the discussion about the first Korean film, it is still on going, and many assumptions exist from the nationalist point of view (whether the directors and producers were colonial Korean or not) or from the criteria of feature films (whether the film was released at theaters as a commercial film). Yi Yŏng-il writes that the date of October 27, 1919 , when a combination play Fight for Justice and The Panoramic View of the Whole City of Kyŏngsŏng were first released at theaters, is "the first day of releasing the first Korean film produced by Koreans." The Border and The Vow Made Under the Moon, both released in 1923, fail in this discourse of the origin: the former was directed and produced by Japanese and not released at theaters; the latter was directed by Yun Paek-
